Functions and Future Applications of F1 ATPase as Nanobioengine –
Powering the Nanoworld!
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Abstract. Recent nanotechnological revolution mandates astonishing imagination about future nanoworld. Nature has ability to create nanobiomolecules which can function in extraordinary way which can be used to produce nano hybrid systems. The opportunity to use such nanobiomolecules in combination of nanomechanical systems for development of novel nano hybrid systems for their various applications needs to explore in further nanotechnological development. F1 ATPase is a subunit of ATP synthase, which is one of the biomolecular structure works on the plasma membrane of the living cell. The reversible function of F1 ATPase gives a counterclockwise rotation of γ shaft by hydrolyzing ATP and the energy released in the form of rotational torque. This rotational torque of F1 ATPase can be used to power the functional movement of nanodevice. This feature article discusses comparisons of various biomolecular motors for their powering capacities, recent developments, presents new discoveries, experimentations on F1 ATPase and its novel imaginary futuristic applications where F1 ATPase could be used as nanobioengine for powering functional nanoworld.
Introduction

Nanotechnology is a field of applied science focused on the design, synthesis, characterization and application of materials and devices on the nanoscale [1]. An individual biomolecule seems to be lifeless, but extraordinary physiochemical and functional combination of these biomolecules composes in living things. Living cells acquires biomolecules covering a wide range of molecular dimensions from 0.5 nm (alanine) to nearly 20,000 nm (living cell). Regardless of the enormous diversity in form and role, cells and organisms share a common biochemistry. Components of living cells are isolated by the boundaries of membranes and they give responses and communicate to the world by controlling physiochemical actions and reactions. Some proteins have roles to act by structural changes for stabilization of free energies dependent on the local environment. Non-covalent interactions influences on structural and functional changes of proteins, which are hydrogen bonds, hydrophobic interactions, electrostatic bonds, and van der Waals forces, are responsible for conformational changes. Out of various biomolecular motors which is discussed in this review, ATP synthase showing very interesting structural and functional properties suitable as ideal torque generating molecular motor suitable to produce nanohybrids. Kinosita’s single molecule physiology lab, a Japanese group working on ATP synthase complex from the last two decades for unraveling knowledge and functions suitable to use in nanobiotechnological applications. F1 ATPase related experimental explorations started from direct observation of the rotation of gamma shaft, its rotational efficiency, synthesis of hybrid nano device, controlling rotation of gamma shaft, mutational improvement of F1 ATPase were carried out [2,3,4]. Nanobiomolecular research journey and novel findings of biomolecular capability for their ideal functions is continuing their efforts shown in Fig.1. These ideally functioning biomolecular entities always stressing us to find a suitable place for their efficient use in various applications.
The primary goal of this brief review is to explain past though applications and explores novel possibilities for F1 ATPase as nanobioengine and describing possibilities to use F1 ATPase as nanobioengine in present or future microbiotechnological or nanobiotechnological applications.

Biomolecular Motors (Nanobiomachines). Scientists have been studying a wide range of biological nano-molecular motors (nanobiomachines), which includes number of motor proteins such as kinesin [5,6] dynein (Fig. 2a), RNA polymerase [7], myosin [8] (Fig. 2b), and adenosine triphosphate (ATP) synthase [9,10,11,12,13] (Fig. 2c), function as nanoscale linear or rotary biological motors.
Different biological molecular motors are capable to generate or exert force by consuming energy currency of the cell (ATP). Fig. 3 compares some biomolecular motors for their functional characteristics (max. force generation and max efficiency). Myosin is the molecular motor with lowest energy conversion efficiency (20%) with max force generation is ~3 pN. Although RNA polymerase with same energy conversion efficiency (20%) but exerts force of ~14 pN. Kinesin functions with 50% energy conversion efficiency exert lesser force (~5 pN) than RNA polymerase [17]. F1 ATPase has highest energy conversion efficiency (100%) with exerting force of 40pN [11].

**Fig. 2.** Structures of (a) Dynein [14], (b) Myosin [15] and (c) The ATP synthase with subunits arrangement [16].
Fig. 3. Comparison of different molecular motors for maximum force generation and energy conversion efficiency [11,17].

Bacterial flagellum (Fig. 4a) is one of the powerful moving biomolecular protein complex [18] which functions similar way like F0 Motor (Fig. 4b), rotates by using the electrochemical potential of hydrogen ions, without using ATP as fuel, to propel the bacterial cell. But this complex molecular structure creates a strong torque (~ 4000 pN) at stall and at its rim a force of 200 pN governing high speed of rotation (400 to 1700 rps) which can able to rotate flagellae of 10 μm length with highly efficient way by using proton gradient or ionic electrochemical potential [19].
Fig. 4. (a) Bacterial flagellar assembly [18], (b) F0 motor of ATP synthase [21].

Electrochemical potential driven torque generation capacity by of bacterial flagella, bacterial retracting pilus and F0 subunit (c ring) of the ATP synthase were compared. Bacterial pilus retraction can be able to generate force ~120 pN by hydrolyzing ATP [20]. In case of Fo motor, it can generate the 45 pN of torque required to turn F1 backwards and release newly synthesized ATP from the catalytic site [23]. Fig.4 shown the assembly and Fig. 5 compares the mechanical force.
exerted by molecular motors by using ionic electrochemical potential [19,20,21,22,23], where bacterial flagellar motor generates maximum torque with high electrochemical potential conversion capacity to torque than bacterial retracting pilus and F0 ring of ATP synthase.

**Fig. 5.** Comparison of forces generation by biomolecular assemblies driven by proton gradient

**Fuels for Nanobiomachines.** Organism contains high energy organic molecules to drive life through series of reactions (oxidation/ reduction). These organic molecules include phosphoric anhydrides (ATP, ADP), an enol phosphate (PEP), an acyl phosphate (acetyl phosphate), and a guanidino phosphate (creatine phosphate), thioesters, such as acetyl-CoA which haves high free energy of hydrolysis. ATP structure [24] shown in Fig. 6 is exceptionally situated with the very high energy phosphates acts as a fuel in course of metabolic reactions. ATP biosynthesis takes place by many ways like substrate level phosphorylation, oxidative phosphorylation in cellular respiration and photo-phosphorylation in photo-synthesis by photo-synthetic organisms. ATP synthase makes ATP at rates over 100 molecules /second [25]. The average adult human, (weight of 70 kg) consumes approximately 65 kilograms of ATP per day, an amount nearly equal to his/her own body weight! [26].

**Fig. 6.** High energy phosphate bonds shown in (a) 3D, (b) 2D views of an ATP molecule [24].
**ATP Synthase as Nanobioengine.** Adenosine triphosphate synthase (ATP synthase or F1F0 ATPase) is the world's smallest rotating motor showed in Fig. 1c, and it efficiently creates ATP (power or energy), hence the smallest power generator in cell’s power houses (mitochondria, chloroplasts) and in bacteria. ATP synthase is the combination of two rotating motors (the F1 and F0) that are about ~10 nm in diameter and height and are easily separated. It’s a complex enzyme with distinct F1 and F0 part, embedded with biological membrane by F0 part. F1 contains 9 protein subunits (3α+3β+1γ+1δ+1ε) which can acts as ATP Synthase to produce ATP or as nanobioengine with rotary motion of the middle γ shaft. F0 normally contains 15 protein subunits (12c+2b+1a) and c subunit acts as rotor when with membrane potential. ATP synthase displays a number of mechanisms for regulation of the enzyme’s activity, such as the inhibition of ATP synthase by Mg-ADP bound to the catalytic site [27].

**F1 ATPase Acts as Nanobioengine.**

The F0 rotates by utilizing the hydrogen ion or proton concentration difference on the both sides of the biological membrane and responsible to rotate γ shaft of ATP synthase to produce ATP from the ADP and phosphoric acid. F1 subunit synthesize ATP when γ shaft rotates clockwise, but interestingly this enzyme subunit gives reversible rotation (anti-clockwise) of γ shaft by consuming hydrolyzing ATP separately (Fig.7). Some bacteria use this reversed reaction to transport protons for

![Fig. 7. F1 ATPase as biomolecular motor [28].](image-url)
maintaining the PMF under low oxygen conditions [27]. The F1-ATPase molecule, 8 nm in diameter and 14 nm in length, is capable of producing 80 to 100 pN of rotary torque [11,12]. It has been rotating within the organism for at least two billion years [29]. If we compare the function and molecule assembly of F1-ATPase with a mechanical engine (that generates electricity, pumps water, or compresses gas etc), similar nanoscale functions can be imagined for F1-ATPase by considering its working fashion as nano scale biological engine, so it’s a nanobioengine of the cell.

**Study of F1 ATPase.** Junge et al. did experiment to observe rotation of γ shaft (Fig. 8a). F1-ATPase was supported by His-tag engineered into the protein at the N-terminus to a glass surface with the beta-subunit. The counter-clockwise motion was detected under conditions of ATP-hydrolysis by attaching a fluorescent tagged actin filament to the γ-subunit [30] shown in Fig. 8a. As Boyer [31] stated “ATP synthase, a splendid molecular machine” and the heart of this machine is F1 molecule. Extraordinary work made by a group of scientists in Kinosita’s laboratory from Keio University, Japan, observed rotation of γ shaft of a single F1 molecule microscopically. They have attached a long, thin, fluorescent actin polymer to γ shaft and watched through CCD camera as ATP was hydrolyzed with uneven rotation in three discrete steps of 120° by hydrolysing 3 ATPs (One ATP per step). Some recent results suggest that 80° rather than 90° is closer to the actual substep size, the difference being an experimental error, or that the 80° rotation is driven by ATP binding and the remaining 10° by another process such as ATP hydrolysis [32].

The rotational and ATP hydrolysis rates are proportional to the ATP concentration in the submicromolar range. By calculation of frictional drag force on the long actin polymer and the rate of ATP hydrolysis, Kinosita’s group concluded that the efficiency of this rotational mechanism in converting chemical energy into motion is nearly 100% [11]. In recent inspections results imply that the F1-ATPase achieves a nearly 100% free energy conversion efficiency even far from quasistatic process for both the mechanical-to-chemical and chemical-to-mechanical transductions and such a
high efficiency of a finite-time operation is not expected for macroscopic engines and highlights a remarkable property of the nanosized engines working in the energy scale of kBT [33]. Montemagno Research Group at Cornell University did detailed experimentation for the powering nanoelectromechanical device (NEMS) through energy derived from rotational torque produced by γ shaft of F1 ATP Synthase [9,10,13]. They have studied unknown engineering properties of this enzyme by attaching a nanofabricated substrate (1 micrometer microsphere) to γ shaft of F1-ATPase (Fig. 8b) and analyzed radial displacement of the microsphere and the angle of deformation of the gamma subunit. Attachment of microsphere and γ shaft did by biotin–streptavidin linkage. Observation of microsphere movement was measured using a differential interferometer and moving images captured by CCD kinetics camera.

![Diagram of actin filament and F1 ATPase assembly](image)

**Fig. 8.** (a) Counterclockwise rotation of actin filament [30], (b) Assembly F1 ATPase and fluorescent streptavidin coated nanofabricated substrate [34].

Detail molecular level efficiency evaluation of F1 ATPase to rotate with load were analyzed and suggested that the order of ATP hydrolysis, product release, and substrate binding may change as the result of external load on the F1 ATPase motor [35], this study giving detailed insight of substrate utilization and by product formation pattern which helps in designing fuel supply for F1 ATPase. Torque profiling of F1 ATPase in both ATP hydrolysis and synthesis direction were revels
decoupling of ATP synthesis at lower torque [36], which explains high torque will produce by hydrolyzing ATP. Some recent findings on the cooperative interplay for torque generation between subunits of F1 ATPase explained by high-speed atomic force microscopy observation of counterclockwise cyclically propagation of three β subunits giving insight on responsible torque generation factors [37]. Free energy simulations also explore the conformational change of the β subunit proposing steps of torque generation in the F1 ATPase by characterizing two steps changing of the hydrogen-bond network around ATP and the dynamic movement of the C-terminal domain via sliding of the B-helix [38]. But still some aspects of the rotary mechanism of F1 ATPase while confessing us that, we are far from understanding [32].

**Possible Future Applications of F1 ATPase as Nanobiomolecular Motor.** An application of tomorrow’s technology and developments obviously depends on believing today’s imaginations. Number of nanobiomolecules has tremendous scope to be used in nanotechnological applications in biomedical and physical science. Recently some applications described like membrane-associated motors for a gene or drug delivery at a constant ATP dependent velocity across a nanopore, a biosensor known as of Lab-on-a-Chip device able to detect changes on the distance of the DNA molecule [39]. Another approach of ATP synthesis by using light energy put on by Choi and Montemagno and they showed (Fig. 9) that the combining the functions of bacteriorhodopsin and F1-ATP-ase in a polymeric vesicle membrane production of ATP by using light energy [40].
As light driven bacteriorhodopsin pumps proton to create proton gradient inside the vesicle and by using that transmembrane gradient ATP synthase converts ADP into ATP and this research produced ATP synthesizing nanofactory. Furthermore we can imagine the F1 ATPase powering the operations of nanogate (Fig. 10a), also can be assembled for nanopumping system (Fig. 10b). Tremendous efforts of Montemagno’s group from Cornell University towards powering organic and inorganic worlds by biological motors and chemical energy sources proposed future application explains the integration of biomolecular motor devices and cell-signalling systems and control of membrane implanted nanodevices by using the cell's sensory system [41].
Another future application suggested by Montemagno Research Group to develop smart micro or nanopharmacies by using a rotation of F1 ATPase to deliver drugs to respective diseased cells (Fig. 11). Then next generation pharmaceuticals will be tiny pharmacies inside living cells powered by F1-ATPase [42].
But there's still much insufficiency in nano-bio-robot and drug delivery therapy [43]. Recent advances in microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) have provided a unique opportunity to fabricate miniature biomedical devices for a variety of applications ranging from implantable drug delivery systems to lab-on-a-chip devices [44]. Nanobioengines can be used to power the joints of nanoelectromechanical devices (NEMS), MEMS or nano-bio-robot, which could be used to provide very local and accurate drug delivery.

In a recent study, a fluorescence probe F1300 labeled in inner chromatophores was used as a pH indicator for detecting proton flux driven by ATP synthesis in F0F1 - ATPase. In this application they used the function of F0F1-ATPase for the development of a nanobiosensor application to detect Clenbuterol, which is a nano-biosensor and it can be developed for detections of chemical molecules by a semi-quantitative assay [45]. He et al. engineered layer-by-layer assembled microcapsules have proved to be a suitable cellular mimetic structure, which can be applied for engineering active biomimetic systems with a cellular process and an added benefit is that these assembled microcapsules can be used as bioenergy containers and thus ATP supply on demand by using functional ATP synthase [46].
A concept described by Gilleo about micro-robots or “nanobots” and they will travel through the body to clear arteries (clear a blood clot) and make repairs, with suitable name macro-world submarine, the even smaller autonomous Bio-MEMS vehicle will be used in the future as internal medicine. Use of F1 ATPase in the concept of nano or micro level self-propelled submarine part as a propeller or movement related functions may find functional compatibility and helps to run these tiny machines without since they can get power from blood-borne nutrients [47].

Future Aspects and Conclusion. It seems very safe to predict that the more we learn about cells and organisms, the more intriguing will be the new mysteries that remain to be solved [48] and we expect more than those findings. So the study and applications of F1 ATPase, which are very different than F0 ATPase and flagellar motor, as providing ATP as fuel to get mechanical rotational energy will be in a more controlled way to handle functions of nano mechanical output. Other two motors (F0 ATPase and flagellar motor) are functioning to generate force derived from proton motive force across the membrane, which will be not easy to use those bioengines for their functional application. Further ATP synthase should be studied to harness the energy produced by γ shaft for the various applications (Fig. 12) like, (i)To propel the nano or micro devices local, controlled and accurate drug delivery; (ii) Rotating motor in nanopumping systems with controlled operation; (iii) Functions with nanogears for opening and closing nanogates or nanovalves; (iv) As fluid propeller to cool or lowering the temperature of nanodevices functioning in bioenvironment; (v) Functioning as nanobiodriller to open or clean blocked blood vesicles.
Among the all biomolecular motors, F1 ATPase (part of ATP synthase) may deliver the expectations of high speed rotary motion with unique characteristic of extreme energy conversion efficiency. One day F1 ATPase will be major revolutionary part of future nanobiotechnology or nanotechnology, where it can be in charge as nanoscale motor, which will be responsible for powering the nano motions and nano actions.
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